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Nonlocality



Entanglement and signaling
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Entangled states cannot be used to instantaneously communicate

For example, if Alice and Bob have entangled qubits then there is no measurement 
that Alice can perform on her qubit that can be detected by Bob
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| ⟩11

One way to see this is that the density matrix of the state of Bob’s qubit does 
not change if Alice performs a measurement or unitary operation on her qubit 

A similar result holds is three or more parties share a mulit-partite system: 
operation on one system do not affect the states of the other systems



← 𝑟 ← 𝑠 ← 1

GHZ game
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Alice Bob Carol

input bits: 𝑟 𝑡𝑠

output bits: 𝑎 𝑐𝑏

Rules of the game
1. It is promised that 𝑟⨁𝑠⨁𝑡 = 0
2. No communication after inputs received
3. They win if 𝑎⨁𝑏⨁𝑐 = 𝑟 ∨ 𝑠 ∨ 𝑡

[Greenberger, Horne, Zeilinger, 1980]

𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑎⨁𝑏⨁𝑐
000 0
011 1
101 1
110 1

𝑎𝑏𝑐
011
001
111
101

✓

✗

✓
✓



Is there a perfect strategy for GHZ?
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Let 𝑎! be Alice’s output on input 0
Let 𝑎" be Alice’s output on input 1

Define 𝑏!, 𝑏", 𝑐!, 𝑐" similarly

The winning conditions are: 

𝑎!⨁ 𝑏!⨁ 𝑐!= 0
𝑎!⨁ 𝑏"⨁ 𝑐"= 1
𝑎"⨁ 𝑏!⨁ 𝑐"= 1
𝑎"⨁ 𝑏"⨁ 𝑐!= 1

There is no solution to these four equations

Therefore, there’s no deterministic perfect strategy

Could there exist a probabilistic perfect strategy?

Since a probabilistic strategy is essentially a 
probability distribution on deterministic strategies, 
there’s no perfect probabilistic strategy either

𝑟 𝑡𝑠

𝑎 𝑐𝑏



Cheating by communicating
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𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑎⨁𝑏⨁𝑐
000 0
011 1
101 1
110 1

If the players can communicate then they can always win 

𝑟 𝑡𝑠

𝑎 𝑐𝑏

For example, suppose Bob sends 𝑠 to Alice

𝑎𝑏𝑐
000
100
100
100

𝑠

✓

✓

✓
✓

← 𝑟 ∨ 𝑠 ∨ 𝑡 ← 0 ← 0

Then Alice knows 𝑟, 𝑠, and 𝑡 = 𝑟⨁𝑠



Enforcing no-communication
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Input and output events can be space-like separated: so even signals at the 
speed of light are not fast enough for cheating

What if this is done and nevertheless Alice, Bob, and Carol keep on winning?

Could entanglement help? Recall: entanglement does not enable communication

Input: 𝑟 𝑡𝑠

Output: 𝑎 𝑐𝑏



The “mystery” explained
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Prior entanglement   !"| ⟩000 − !
"| ⟩011 − !

"| ⟩101 − !
"| ⟩110

Alice’s strategy
1. if 𝑟 = 1 then apply 𝐻 to qubit (else 𝐼)
2. measure and set 𝑎 to the outcome

Bob’s & Carol’s strategies
similar

Case 1 (𝑟𝑠𝑡 = 000): state  !"| ⟩000 − !
"| ⟩011 − !

"| ⟩101 − !
"| ⟩110 is measured

Cases 3 & 4 (𝑟𝑠𝑡 = 101 & 110): similar to case 2 by symmetry

state  !"| ⟩001 + !
"| ⟩010 − !

"| ⟩100 + !
"| ⟩111 is measured Case 2 (𝑟𝑠𝑡 = 011):

✓
✓

✓

Input: 𝑟 𝑡𝑠

Output: 𝑎 𝑐𝑏



Is the entangled strategy communicating?
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Prior entanglement   !"| ⟩000 − !
"| ⟩011 − !

"| ⟩101 − !
"| ⟩110

Case 1 (𝑟𝑠𝑡 = 000): !
"| ⟩000 − !

"| ⟩011 − !
"| ⟩101 − !

"| ⟩110 is measured

All the individual output bits are random, so no communication is occurring

Case 2 (𝑟𝑠𝑡 = 011): !
"| ⟩001 + !

"| ⟩010 − !
"| ⟩100 + !

"| ⟩111 is measured

Case 3 (𝑟𝑠𝑡 = 101): !
"| ⟩001 − !

"| ⟩010 + !
"| ⟩100 + !

"| ⟩111 is measured

Case 4 (𝑟𝑠𝑡 = 110): − !
"| ⟩001 + !

"| ⟩010 + !
"| ⟩100 + !

"| ⟩111 is measured

Input: 𝑟 𝑡𝑠

Output: 𝑎 𝑐𝑏



GHZ: conclusions
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For the GHZ game, any classical team succeeds with probability at most 3/4

Allowing the players to communicate would enable them to succeed with probability 1

Entanglement cannot be used to communicate

Nevertheless, allowing the players to have entanglement enables them to succeed 
with probability 1 (but not by using entanglement to communicate)

Entanglement enables various measurement outcomes to be correlated in ways that 
are impossible to achieve with classical information

Are there two-player games for which the same phenomena occurs?

𝑟 𝑡𝑠

𝑎 𝑐𝑏



Magic square game
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Can you fill in the bits so that:
• each row has even parity 
• each column has odd parity?

even

odd oddodd

even

even

Without entanglement: success probability ≤ 8/9

(details omitted here)

Here’s a two-player game that exhibits the same type of property

𝑎!! 𝑎!" 𝑎!#

𝑎"! 𝑎"" 𝑎"#

𝑎#! 𝑎#" 𝑎##

Winning conditions
1. Alice’s string has even parity
2. Bob’s string has odd parity
3. The two strings agree at intersection

𝑟 ∈ 0,1,2 𝑠 ∈ 0,1,2

𝑎 ∈ 0,1 $ 𝑏 ∈ 0,1 $

row column

With entanglement: there’s a perfect strategy

This is impossible
Consider all nine bits:
•  row condition implies even parity
•  column condition implies odd parity



010101100110111100001101011101001001011010110

Are nonlocal games useful?
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Nonlocal games can be used as tools that enforce certain behaviors in cryptographic protocols

Also, nonlocal games have profound implications in the foundations of physics …

Acme
random
generator

Example
Random bit generation with untrusted devices

With classical methods, there’s no way to certify that the bits are truly random

Acme-1
random
generator

If certain tests are passed then the output bits must be random (by laws of physics)

seed 1: 010 seed 2: 110output 1: 11010010 output 2: 01001110

Very rough sketch of a quantum method

Acme-2
random
generator


